
I hope this newsletter finds everyone well.I think this newsletter
shows what a dedicated team we are at such a difficult time.  I am
constantly surprised by the creative ideas and activities that the
clients have been able to enjoy.  Some of the activities were
suggested by the clients and we have found a way to make them
happen. We are indeed very lucky to have the beautiful garden and
the sensory cabin and the fabulous weather has helped immensely.
Everyone has been clapping for the NHS and all the keyworkers

Our Home Manager says...

How we are keeping healthy!

every Thursday. We also made a banner and thank you posters which decorate the
forecourt. We have kept everyone busy with tailored 1-1 activities every day and we will
begin work on a sensory garden next to the cabin next week.Family and friends can
telephone whenever they would like to, staff are happy to keep everyone up to date.
Best wishes and stay safe!

Jan Wright

Finding ways to support our clients to keep up their fitness during lockdown has been
made much easier for us by great weather and our amazing garden space, our
residents have been out there daily doing customised circuits, gardening, outdoor
games and sports and   even power-washing cars for staff.…anything to keep moving
and to keep our energy levels up.
Our  fabulous Senior Carer and Activities Lead, Saffron has completed her Active Care
Exercise coach course and has been providing safe seated (and standing) exercise
sessions to music. We’re looking forward to the development of our sensory garden
which will support our clients and staff to have an area for quiet contemplation in the
nourishing environment of smells, sounds and sights from nature.



Throughout lockdown we have be showing
thanks to NHS and keyworkers for all their
hard work. 
We enjoyed colouring in lots of pictures to
show our gratitude and we put them on
our front gate. We also painted a huge
banner that we hung on the front hedge for
everyone to see. 
The residents and staff have also taken part
every week in the nation wide clap for
carers.

We have regular zoom meetings with staff from
the day service. We have movement and music
with day centre tutor Chris and tutor Gillian has
been helping residents write letters to friends and
family. One of our residents has been staying with
his parents in lockdown and we have a weekly
video call with him to catch up on all the news.

HOW WE ARE KEEPING IN TOUCH!

HOW WE ARE KEEPING ENTERTAINED!

Showing our Thanks to Keyworkers!



Lots of Crafts and Baking!

The Brackenley Cinema Experience!

Looking Forward to the Future!

One Sunday we had a movie
and popcorn afternoon. We
had personalised popcorn
holders served from a popcorn
tray, like at the theatre. All the
staff joined us for the movie
and we even closed the
curtains to make it dark like a
real cinema. 

 

We have been getting very creative whilst in lockdown. We have done lots of amazing
artwork around the house and lots of baking too. We have made lots of tasty treats that
everyone has enjoyed making and eating.

During a resident meeting at the beginning of lockdown we went round the group and
wrote down all the exciting things we want to do when all this is over. This included all
our favourite things like going to Centre Parcs but also some new exciting ideas like
going to the races, We are looking forward to making new memories and trying new
things. 



Lots of Fun in the Garden!

Easter Egg Hunt!

Costa Cabin!

On Sunday 12th April we celebrated Easter with an Easter egg hunt. Each resident had
individual clue cards to point them to towards their eggs. 
These clues were personalised to each resident and everyone had lots of fun finding
their eggs on this lovely sunny Sunday. 

We are all missing our Costa visits during lockdown. So we created our very own version
in our cabin. We ordered some coffee cups online and enjoyed a lovely drink in our very
own 'Costa Cabin'.

We have been enjoying lots of sunny days in the garden recently. We have enjoyed
eating ice lollies whilst listening to music, playing on the swing, parachute activities, lots
of other garden games and time in the sensory cabin. 



VE Day Celebrations!

Tea Party for Colonel Tom Moore's Birthday!

Queens Birthday Celebrations!
We celebrated the Queens birthday this year with a
garden party 'social distancing' style!
We coloured in crowns for our thrones and listened to
chosen tracks from each resident on Youtube. There
was lots of dancing and dancing from residents and
staff. Everyone had a fun filled day!

When Colonel Tom turned 100 we celebrated with a birthday tea in his honour. We
couldn't go to the shops to buy balloons so we made balloon banners instead. Staff
helped us choose what we wanted to eat, there was so much food it was hard to
choose.

For VE day we coloured in some VE images from google and stuck them to the fence
and gate. We also decorated our very own medals. We listened to war songs in the
garden and played pass the parcel for Jo C's birthday. 



BEST BITS OF LOCKDOWN!

WORST BITS OF LOCKDOWN!

Watching DVD's
and listening to

records.

Keith Rosie
ipad games and

playing football in
the garden.

Facetiming my
parents and lots

of colouring.

Pippa

The party and food
to celebrate Colonel

Tom's birthday.

Patrick
Zoom calls with
HS4LC and the

Queens birthday.

Chrissie

Painting and
colouring and the

Thurday clap.

Dianne
Spending time in
the garden and

the cabin.
Watching films in

the cabin.

Paula Adam

I couldn't go on
my trip to
London.

Adam AdrianPeter
Woodhall

Paula

No shops.

Not going out in
the car and

visiting the coast.

Not going out
with staff.

Chrissie
Keith

Peter White Dianne

I miss going out
and going to

skills.
Not going round

all the shops.

Not been able to
see family and go

to HS4LC.

Not having direct
contact with the rest

of my family.



WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO!

Keith

Going to Costa
Coffee.

Going to visit my
mum/brother and

shopping.

Rosie

Patrick

Going out shopping.

Peter Woodhall
Going out for cake

and milkshake.

Paula
Going to the shop
to buy wool and

going to Horticap.

Chrissie
Going out and
having fun and

seeing my family.

Adam
Getting the bus and
train and going to

the cinema.

Adrian
Eating out and

going to the pub.

Peter White
Going to Henshaws
arts & crafts when

it opens again.



WHAT WE HAVE LEARNT!

OUR QUALITY & COMPLIANCE MANAGER SAYS...

Julia Moor

Adam
It is important to
keep your hand

clean

Paula
Staff are very kind to

me and I like
spending time with

them.

Dianne
I have learnt to

Zoom chat.

Chrissie
Learnt how to react
to difficult situations

maturely.

Peter White
To play Happy
birthday on my

keyboard.

I think we all agree that the last few months have been like nothing
any of us have ever experienced before, halting  our clients services,
visits and social lives has gone against everything we have worked so
hard to achieve for our homes and has felt heart-breaking at times
especially asking devoted and loving families and friends   to stay
away. Amidst this I look at the role of our amazing care teams and
how they signed up to support our residents to access the world and
all it has to offer and are now being asked to provide meaningful
and positive days the best way they can. Through it all we are learning great lessons
our residents trust us entirely and even though many are baffled at not being able to
see families or have the lives they had a couple of  months ago they turn to our staff
every day to guide them from dawn to dusk with positivity and calm smiles. We are
learning that we actually don’t need as much as we think we need to be happy, we are
learning new skills with technology and different ways to connect. HS4LC day service
staff have offered   to support with anything from collecting shopping, delivering vital
equipment, “zooming into our homes” and being lined up for relief care roles. Staff in
isolation have been sewing masks and assembling activity packs and craft kits
desperate to be supportive to our residential clients. The power of human connection,
trust and teamwork is getting us through this unprecedented time and hopefully will
leave all of us a pride in our organisation and each other. Thank you doesn’t begin to
express the gratitude to our Care teams and Managers as they help steer our homes
safely through this storm – they are truly awesome.


